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strip of
waterproof fabric

waterproof fabric
on the ground

OUTSIDE

INSIDE

the zips permit to fix the tents on 
the ground fabric and stop water 

flow in case of rain
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fold part 2,
sew it up
with part 1

corner’s tents
mosquito nets
central tent

sewing of different fabrics
zips to close the tent 
to the outside

diagram of different lenghts of fabric with seams and zips
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RECYCLE REUSEUSE

WOODEN POLES
n°4 - 218 cm
n°4 - 250 cm
n°4 - 334 cm
n°1 - 375 cm

SCREW
used to tie ropes with poles

ZIP

ROPE
lenght: 132 m

take production rejects 
from fabric factories

sew together the 
fabrics collected

produce other design prod-
ucts reusing tent fabrics

MOSQUITO NET
surface: 40 mq

LINSEED OIL
to waterproof the fabric

RECYCLED FABRIC
(preferably cotton duck)

fabric below (pavement) : 144 mq
fabric above: 128 mq

MATERIALS AND THEIR USE

common space between two tents

common space between all the tents
where there can be the element of
union: the fire
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corner’s tents
mosquito nets
central tent

sewing of different fabrics
zips to close the tent 
to the outside

diagram o

common space between two tents

common space between all the tents
where there can be the element of
union: the fire
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entry tnet renroctnet renroc

the tent is fixed to the pole 
with a cap

the ground fabric is fixed in the pole with screws
higher than the ground, so there isn’t seepage 

of water

BELL TENT
It is a simple structure 
supported by a single 
central pole and 
covered with a cotton 
canvas. The tent is 
stabilized by guy ropes 
connected around the 
top walls and being held 
down by pegs in the 
ground.

The nomadic tent is 
covered by some layers 
of fabric to protect the 
people against external 
environment. Type and 
number of layers 
depend on territory 
climate.

NOMADIC TENT
It is used in areas at 
time of disaster to 
shelter people without a 
home. The structure is 
simple to made but 
doesn’t provide privacy 
to dwellings because it 
is a great single room.

EMERGENCY TENT
The camping tent is 
divided in rooms and 
permit the people 
remaining alone or 
staying in group. Clos-
ing system is fast and 
simple to do because is 
made of zips.

CAMPING TENT
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keep a square sheet fold it like the image below and you obtain the
 central/public tent

then place the private tents
in the central tent’s corners

PROBLEM
solving the urgent need for SHELTER with green technologies in remote areas and communities at times 
of disaster or distresses.

SOLUTION
man’s basic instinct are: searching food and providing shelter to protect himself against the environment
using avaiable materials and objects. The result can be everything: a cardboard box, a mass of branches
or a single canvas folded on a pole.
The solution for the problem could be the creation of a tent for its lightness, portability, easiness of 
construction and little amount of materials.

hole the ground for the poles

fix the fabric on the ground with pegs

place the poles in the holes

use the ropes to tie poles
together and with the ground

fix the fabric on poles and ropes
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Construction

After digging out the holes for the poles you have to spread one large waterproof fabric on the ground and 
fix it with pegs. This fabric should be previously provided with zips and openings for the poles. At this time 
you can thrust poles on the ground and tie them together with ropes. Before disposing the cloth upon the 
structure you should prepare it, sewing the pieces of mosquito net with the waterproof cloth and fixing zips 
to close the sheets. The main tent is formed by a unique canvas that is folded as an origami. The number of 
cloth layers upon the structure depends on the territory climate.
The internal space is divided in four closed tents that can be used as bedroom and can be opened to inside 
and outside. These corner tents are the private part of the pavilion while the central area is public and has 
four entries. The Pavilion Is designed to be free, in fact the fabric sheets can be moved to create an open high 
space.

Green technologies

- the use of recycled material to reduce the cost taking production rejects from fabric factories.  
These rejects are sew  together to make a large canvas that is waterproofed by the natural 
linseed oil;
-To reduce wasted materials all the tent’s compontents can reused to make other design 
products;
- the use of lightweight materials as ropes, poles and fabric, to allow an easy transporation 
(because they take up little space) and a quick construction;
- the construction doesn’t need any kind of power or lifting gear, all the manufacturings can be 
handmade;
-when you dismantle the structure the only signs leaved by the structure  are the thin holes 
used to thrust poles. 


